Detection and imaging of enzyme activity is of great importance in drug discovery research and medical diagnostics.^[@ref1]^ Activatable probes, which induce a signal change in response to a specific stimulus, are promising for imaging enzymatic activity because they provide high sensitivity and selectivity.^[@ref2]^ Most of the activatable probes developed so far are based on fluorescence.^[@ref3]^ However, low penetration depth, caused by scattering, imposes some limitations for fluorescence-based *in vivo* imaging. On the other hand, activatable probes based on NMR spectroscopy are gaining interest, as this is the first indicator that a probe could be viable for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) based deep-tissue visualization.^[@ref4]^ There have been efforts to develop activatable probes for enzymes using gadolinium-based reagents, where the enzyme activity changes the coordination sphere of Gd(III).^[@cit4b],[@ref5]^ This causes changes in the ^1^H relaxation times of the bound water molecules providing a magnetic resonance signal. Although several Gd-based reagents are in the clinic, recent concerns over these as causative agents for nephrogenic systemic fibrosis^[@ref6]^ have triggered the search for alternate imaging modalities. Fluorine-19 has emerged as a promising NMR-active nucleus for this purpose^[@ref7]^ because of its high isotopic abundance (100%) and also because fluorine is not naturally found in detectible amounts in physiological fluids. The negligible presence of endogenous ^19^F endows this strategy with the possibility of high contrast, a critical feature for imaging. Despite its great potential, ^19^F NMR strategies for specifically detecting enzymatic activities are very limited.^[@ref8]^ In this communication, we introduce a novel ^19^F NMR strategy for detecting enzyme activity based on self-assembled facially amphiphilic dendrons and identify the key structural features that control enzyme-induced signal generation.

Our approach is schematically shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, which is based on self-assembling facially amphiphilic dendrons.^[@ref9]^ In this study, these dendrons are designed such that the fluorine-bearing hydrophobic functionalities are buried within the interior of the amphiphilic aggregate. However, the ability of these dendrons to aggregate would be compromised, when an enzymatic reaction alters the hydrophilic--lipophilic balance of the dendron. We hypothesize that this transformation will provide a significant change in the magnetic resonance behavior of the fluorine nuclei, since the transverse (T~2~) relaxation in NMR is very sensitive to molecular weight.^[@ref10]^ The formation of a large molecular assembly from the facially amphiphilic dendron would cause severe broadening and attenuation of the ^19^F signal as shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. However, upon specific enzymatic reaction the dendrons would release a small molecule that gives rise to a sharp and intense signal.

![Schematic representation of assemblies formed from enzyme-cleavable dendrons and the release of the ^19^F reporter upon enzyme exposure.](mz-2015-001994_0001){#fig1}

Binding-induced deaggregation strategies have been previously attempted for sensing and imaging.^[@cit7e],[@cit9d]^ However, reactivity-based strategies targeted here provide an additional challenge. The key functional groups that are responsible for signal generation, i.e., the substrate functionalities for the enzyme, are buried in the interior of a large aggregate.^[@cit9c],[@ref11]^ It is critical that enzymes have access to these substrates, yet it is also important that the molecules exist mostly in the aggregate form in order to provide a fully turned-off signal, prior to encountering the enzyme. We chose dendritic scaffolds because they provide a unique opportunity to address this challenge.^[@ref12]^ Dendrimers have the advantage of providing low critical aggregation concentrations, similar to those observed with polymers, but provide the molecular weight control that is often possible only with small molecules.^[@ref13]^ In addition, dendrimers also afford a high degree of control over functional group placements within a macromolecule.^[@ref14]^ These features allow for understanding the fundamental structural dependencies in sensitive signal generation, induced by specific enzymatic triggers.

![(a) Chemical structure of enzyme-cleavable dendron 1. (b) ^19^F NMR spectra of **1** (25 μM) in the presence or absence of PLE (1 μM) (TFA as an internal standard for chemical shift). (c) Size evolution of **1** (25 μM) in the presence of PLE (1 μM) using DLS.](mz-2015-001994_0002){#fig2}

To test our design hypothesis, we synthesized dendron **1** containing three 3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl moieties as a hydrophobic side chain in the dendron (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Each of these functional groups carries six magnetically equivalent ^19^F nuclei. The pentaethylene glycol unit was used as the hydrophilic unit, as these charge-neutral functionalities do not exhibit nonspecific interactions with proteins and enzymes. An ester functionality was installed as the enzyme-cleavable substrate. In the absence of target enzyme, dendron **1** self-assembles into a large aggregate, which results in a very weak and broad ^19^F signal. Upon exposure to porcine liver esterase (PLE), the enzymatic reaction should cleave the ester bond to liberate 3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)benzoic acid. Indeed, when **1** (25 μM) was dissolved in a buffer solution, a weak and broad ^19^F NMR signal was observed initially (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). However, a sharp signal appeared at −63.7 ppm upon addition of PLE (1 μM). This sharp and strong ^19^F signal, obtained in the reaction mixture, is indicative of the formation of the small molecule. To further validate the potential of this specific enzyme-responsive signal enhancement in the context of its ultimate use in MRI applications, we attempted to measure the *t*~2~ relaxation time of the sharp signal and found a value of 1.3 s, which is typical for small molecules. This underlines the extent of signal generation in the presence of the enzyme and the very low background signal in the absence of the enzyme. Furthermore, we also determined that the ^19^F signal intensity is proportional to PLE concentration and that the detection limit is 1 nM PLE (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). In addition to the generation of the fluorine-containing small molecule, the enzymatic reaction also cleaves the most hydrophobic part of the amphiphilic dendron. This modification changes the hydrophilic--lipophilic balance of the dendron and converts it to a much more hydrophilic one. This should cause the size of the assembly to change significantly. We used dynamic light scattering to measure the size change of the dendron before and after enzyme incubation. As shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, the assembly size of **1** (25 μM) alone was ∼200 nm (Figure S1, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}), whereas the size decreases systematically over time upon addition of PLE (1 μM), validating the enzyme-induced disassembly of the aggregates.

To further confirm that ^19^F signal and the disassembly were indeed caused by the enzymatic hydrolysis of ester functionalities, we synthesized a structurally similar dendron (Chart [1](#cht1){ref-type="chart"}), **2**, in which ester moieties were replaced by amides. Since PLE should not be able to cleave an amide bond, we anticipated that neither the ^19^F signal nor the assembly size of dendron **2** would be affected by PLE. Indeed, no new ^19^F signal appeared, and the assembly size stayed the same after dendron **2** (25 μM) was incubated with PLE (1 μM) (Figure S2, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Similarly, to determine whether the signal generation is specific to PLE, we exposed dendron **1** (25 μM) to four additional proteins (1 μM) with varying pI values, viz., myoglobin (pI 7.2), hemoglobin (pI 6.8), avidin (pI 10.5), and pepsin (pI 1.0). As expected, none of these proteins showed any ^19^F signal generation (Figure S5, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}), underlining the specificity of this dendron probe to only the target enzyme.

If the enzyme-induced deaggregation was correct, then it is critical that the enzyme has access to the ester moiety that is buried in the hydrophobic interior of the aggregate. We hypothesize that it is the unimer--aggregate equilibrium that provides the pathway for the enzymatic access to the substrate moiety and the ensuing deaggregation. To test this hypothesis and thus provide the molecular design guidelines for optimal sensitivity, we evaluated the effect of modulating the hydrophilic--lipophilic balance of the dendron upon the response time in signal generation. Dendrons **3**--**7** were synthesized to test these possibilities (Chart [1](#cht1){ref-type="chart"}). First of all, note that dendron **1** contains an oligoethylene glycol moiety on both faces of the dendron with the presence of the bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl moiety as the key difference between the more hydrophilic and hydrophobic faces of the dendron. When we utilized the more classical hydrophobic linker, as shown in **5**, no signal was generated even after 8 h. A signal was observed after incubation of the enzyme for 4 days (Figure S4, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}), which suggests that the esterase-induced signal generation is indeed possible but is very slow. This observation is likely due to the increased hydrophobicity of the dendron, which makes the unimer state of the dendron less available. This is consistent with our mechanistic hypothesis.

![Structures of ^19^F-Containing Amphiphilic Dendrons](mz-2015-001994_0003){#cht1}

To further test this, we studied dendrons **3** and **4**, where the length of the oligoethylene glycol unit side chain was systematically changed compared to that in **1**. These dendrons were incubated with PLE, and the temporal evolution of the ^19^F NMR signal was monitored. As expected, the dendron **1** has the fastest signal evolution, where the signal was saturated in just 6 h. Signal evolution from dendron **3** was slower than that from **1** but faster than that from **4** (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). The size evolution of each of these dendrons was also monitored by DLS (Figure S5, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Upon incubation with PLE, the assembly size of **3** reduced from ∼200 to ∼30 nm after 17 h. The size reduction of **4** was slower compared to that of **3** and **1**; it took ∼26 h to reach 30 nm. As anticipated, the aggregate size of dendron **5** reduced only slightly even after 96 h. All these results are consistent with our mechanistic hypothesis that the signal generation relies on the hydrophilic lipophilic balance of the dendron, which likely affects the unimer--aggregate equilibrium-based activation.

![(a) Temporal evolution of ^19^F NMR intensity (−63.7 ppm) of G1 dendrons (25 μM) treated with PLE (1 μM) over the first 8 h. (b) Dependence of the ^19^F NMR intensity (−63.7 ppm) on PLE concentration for dendron **1** (25 μM) (measurements taken after 24 h PLE incubation). All experiments were performed in 25 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4, 0.2 mM TFA as an internal standard for peak intensity and chemical shift, 10% D~2~O (v/v)) at 25 °C.](mz-2015-001994_0004){#fig3}

Finally, we investigated generation dependence upon the probe response time. G2 dendrons are potentially more sensitive than G1 dendrons as the number of ^19^F nuclides per dendron unit is more than twice the amount in G1 dendrons. However, similar to increased hydrophobicity causing the equilibrium concentration of the unimer to be smaller, we also anticipated that the unimer equilibrium concentration in G2 dendrons is smaller than that of G1 dendrons. This expectation is based on previous observations that higher generation dendrons exhibit longer residence time in an aggregate, compared to lower generation dendrons.^[@ref15]^ Accordingly, we tested G2 dendrons **6** and **7**. No signal generation was observed for these dendrons, even after PLE incubation for 4 days (Figure S4, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

In summary, we have shown that (*i*) by incorporating fluorine-containing hydrophobic units within amphiphilic aggregates of facially amphiphilic dendrons the ^19^F NMR signal can be made weak and broad; (*ii*) enzyme-induced cleavage of the fluorinated moiety results in the spontaneous generation of a strong and sharp signal; (*iii*) the signal generation is specific to the enzyme for which the linker is engineered; (*iv*) the equilibrium concentration of the unimer in the unimer--aggregate equilibrium plays a key role in the kinetics of signal generation; and (*v*) the dendron probe is capable of detecting enzyme concentrations in the low nanomolar range. The activatable probe described here and the structural factors that control the signal generation are sufficiently general that this method can be conveniently elaborated to other enzymes. With the increasing potential for the development of ^19^F MRI for clinical applications, activity-based imaging would play an important future role. Our findings here constitute a promising step for such imaging applications. In combination with the fact that these dendrons are capable of sequestering other guest molecules, these molecules can also be expanded to theranostic applications.

Synthetic procedures and characterizations of the nanoparticle. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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